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SUMMARY
_

This whitepaper considers the challenges currently

The authors argue that with assistance from the

facing the oil & gas economies in two areas; how

partner group of SICPA, Guardtime and Arundo, the

does the industry enable digital transformation,

goal of a trusted oil and gas economy is attainable

and how can it ensure trust in the protection of

today through a process that enables:

mass balance? In terms of a solution for these challenges different areas of consideration are explored

I.

including transparency, trust and integrity, and anal-

II. digital transformation for transparency over the

ysis and accountability.

trust in the physical asset
ecosystem

III. trust in data, connected devices and business
process
IV. enhanced analysis and accountability
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A USD TWO
TRILLION OIL &
GAS ECOSYSTEM
FUELING THE WORLD
ECONOMY
_

Figure 1
Oil & Gas Supply Chain
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Hydrocarbons constitute a significant share of the

Profitability considerations remain a focus for this

global economy (2-3% of global GDP). They are the

industry given the competition from renewables

source for 60% of world energy consumption, and the

and break-even market pricing, so a focus on evolu-

oil and gas industry is directly or indirectly a top-5

tion, efficiency and innovation is necessary. Digital

source of employment in many countries around the

technology such as cloud computing, cloud storage,

world. If we factor in the growing world population

machine learning, artificial intelligence, blockchain,

and a robust demand for energy from the developing

robotics, connected devices, and big data offer

world, it is likely that the oil & gas industry will retain

increased productivity, safer operations, and cost

its leading position in the global energy matrix for the

savings.

medium term. However this global demand comes
with longer more complex supply chains.

Digital Transformation describes the path towards

Given the size and profitability of the oil & gas

more extensive usage of this technology. Ensuring

economy it inevitably faces heavy regulation, over-

this path is followed throughout the ecosystem is

sight and scrutiny, ranging from industry associa-

often cited as a necessity for the oil & gas economy

tions to environmental protection. This is not a trivial

to thrive.

matter considering the diverse nature of the components of the economy and the length of the supply

“…Honed assets, slimmed down
workforces and lower cost production
all need automation, from the digital
monitoring and management of health
and safety to such developments
as extended reach drilling and the
ability to tease out the last drop
of resource where it counts.”
– NICK COTTAM for Environment Analyst
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chains. It is a large ecosystem of manufacturers,
suppliers, operators of technology, service providers,
transporters, and transportation infrastructure.

CHALLENGES
FACING THE OIL &
GAS SUPPLY CHAINS
_

There exists a certain inertia that is hampering the

as smuggling, theft, siphoning off and fuel adultera-

speed of progress of the digital transformation of

tion. This directly leads to falling profits and tax reve-

the oil & gas industry, which is related to the legacy

nues, and indirectly leads to a drop in trust in the

physical assets and existing IT infrastructure. One

whole economy, and raises suspicions of the funding

challenge for the industry is how to achieve digital

of crime and terrorism.

transformation without making large rip and replace
“plumbing investments” in technology and people?
The significant profits generated by the industry
attract an undesirable element of illicit trade. The

“Every year, an estimated $133
billion of fuels are illegally stolen,
adulterated, or defrauded from
legitimate petroleum companies.”

oil & gas economy is a significant contributor to

Figure 2
Challenges Facing the Oil & Gas Industry and Mass Balance
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the informal (or “shadow”) economy with an esti-

– JEFFREY HARDY, Director General, Transnational

mated $100bn+ worth of illicit trade activities such

Alliance to Combat Illicit Trade, 2018

Given the existing infrastructure with its limited ability

Trusting the ecosystem means that we can put meas-

to track and trace hydrocarbon assets across the

ures in place to protect the mass balance equation

ecosystem, it is a challenge for the industry to detect

for any oil and gas supply chain. There is measurable

and react to the illicit activities. It is also a challenge

set of volumes (Ve) of substances (crude oil, refined

for the authorities to define and enforce effective tax

oil, lubricants…) that enter a complex supply chain,

regimes, resulting in significant government revenue

or a sub-set of it. Most of the time governments must

leakage. Additionally some of the activities such as

reconcile the volumes to calculate excise tax or other

fuel adulteration, such as diluting petrol and diesel

taxes/incomes. They rely on data (De,Dx) recorded all

with kerosene, leads to environmental and infrastruc-

along the supply chain. Problems occur when the final

ture damage.

volumes exiting (Vx) differ from the initial ones (Ve)
after adjustment for expected losses (L1). Smuggling,

In a nutshell, this can be formulated as a problem

counterfeiting, diversion and plenty other manipula-

of mass balance: The amount of hydrocarbon that

tions affect these volumes, and are reflected in an

enters any part of the ecosystem should be equal

unexpected losses amount (L2).

to the amount that exits that part minus expected
consumption and production losses. Consider the
example of oil fuel entering into the ecosystem of

Ve = Vx + Lx
Lx = L1 + L2

an oil producing nation: Volume of imported fuel plus
produced fuel should equal the sum of volumes of

Reconciliation would become easier and more effi-

consumed fuel, exported fuel, changes in fuel depots

cient if the volumes measured (V) could be protected

plus expected physical losses in the supply chain. If

by chemical fingerprints or in-product tracers, and if

we are not able to see, manage or act on deviations

the data (D) could be authenticated and secured.

to this balance, occurring at any part of the supply
chain, then we are not able to counter the issues
listed above. Differently put, we cannot trust the
ecosystem.
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PROTECTING MASS
BALANCE IN THE
HYDROCARBON
ECOSYSTEM
_

What would be required to empower regulators,

and protected. The digital records must be trusted;

agencies and industry stakeholders with the tools

tamper proof, reliable and conductive to deep auditing

to monitor and act to protect the hydrocarbon

and scrutiny by a variety of stakeholders across the

mass balance, and hence ensure trust across the

ecosystem at hand. Accordingly, the trust must also

ecosystem?

be extended to the communications between actors
deployed across the extended ecosystem, the busi-

We suggest three areas of consideration that are key

ness processes followed, and to the automated

requisites in any solution that seeks to address these

devices that form an increasingly important part of

challenges.

the data generation process.

TRANSPARENCY

ANALYSIS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

We cannot manage that which we don’t measure.

With access to a reliable record of facts on how

Essentially, we need data. Key events where hydro-

hydrocarbons are moving inside the ecosystem, we

carbons change hands, are transported, reloaded

can finally start analysing the mass balance equa-

and offloaded must be monitored and digitized so

tion and provide insights to the ecosystem stake-

that we can inform the mass balance equation. Of

holders. These insights will empower accountable

course, if the physical quantities we are measuring

stakeholders to construct and enforce good policy

runs the risk of being adulterated, then we cannot

and business decisions. Furthermore, in applying the

have confidence in that data. So, a solution must

latest machine learning and big data analysis tech-

include measures to ensure the quality of the phys-

niques to a wider set of trusted data, the oil & gas

ical; ensure trust in the physical.

industry will be able to make a significant advance in
the realms of risk monitoring and targeted response.
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TRUST AND INTEGRITY

To ensure trust in the reports and records given to

Creating transparency is not enough. The integ-

external stakeholders such as regulators and tax

rity of the data that we generate, monitor, store and

authorities, the solution should enable third parties

analyse to inform our decisions must be ensured

to engage with the overall trust mechanism.

EXPLORATION OF
A MASS BALANCE
SOLUTION
_

We now explore the areas of transparency, trust

called digital transformation. This involves lever-

and integrity, and analysis and accountability more

aging cheaper data storage and computation; using

deeply to gain a broader understanding of the require-

cloud-based storage and computing platforms; and

ments of a solution for the hydrocarbon ecosystem.

increasing usage of process and monitoring auto-

We note in passing that these solution prerequisites

mation (connected devices, sensors, robotics, gps

are equally likely to apply to the problems faced by

tracking, IoT, wearable technology, virtual flow

any modern physical supply chain.

meters, fuel meters, …).

TRANSPARENCY

“Prediction: By 2018, 75% of all oil and
gas companies will have at least one
digital transformation initiative in full
operation deploying cloud, big data and
analytics, process automation, or IoT
(Internet of Things) for the organization
to advance their IT environment.”

Growing world population and robust demand for
energy from the developing world means that the oil
& gas industry should retain its leading position in
the global energy matrix for a long period. However,
increasing global orders are essentially lengthening
the hydrocarbon supply chains, making it difficult for
companies to manage and regulate the supply of oil

– IDC FUTURESCAPE, December 2017

and gas across the globe.
The technology exists, but there is a question of effiAs stated, we cannot manage that which we don’t

cient integration. Given the legacy physical assets

measure. We need data sourced across the whole

and existing IT infrastructure, can this journey of

supply chain, covering key events where hydrocar-

digital transformation be made without significant

bons change hands, are transported, reloaded and

disruption and costs?

offloaded. Enabling that production of data is often
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With enhanced and automated data production we

combination of quality monitoring and targeted field

can measure and monitor the mass balance through

audits would be employed to ensure the integrity of

the ecosystem, which provide more detail relating to

the physical product. To be efficient the monitoring

the management of the asset, and the illicit activities

activity would have to be automated and mobile. The

such as tapping, smuggling, theft, and siphoning off.

locations of the field audits should be data driven,

Of course, if the physical quantities we are measuring

using an analysis of the mass balance and quality

run the risk of being adulterated or diluted, then we

data collated across the complete supply chain.

cannot have full confidence in that data. A solution
must include measures to monitor the quality of the
physical; ensure trust in the physical.
An often-used adulteration practice is to dilute petrol
and diesel with kerosene. Substandard fuels may
irreversibly damage engines, pollute the environment

“The Energy Regulatory Commission
(ERC) estimates about five million of the
33 million litres of kerosene consumed
monthly in Kenya is utilised for lighting
and cooking while balance is used for
adulterating either diesel or petrol.”

and harm citizen health. In order to detect and deter
this practice, a process of fuel tagging and quality
monitoring would need to be employed. Ideally, a

Figure 3
Enable Transparency through Trust in the
Physical and Digital Transformation
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– AFRICA BUSINESS DAILY, July 2018

TRUST AND INTEGRITY
THROUGH BLOCKCHAIN

lake, and later analyse. It is the core information used
to guide business decisions. The risk is that it could
be rendered worthless if we leave it vulnerable to

As the oil & gas sector goes through a transpar-

tampering.

ency or digital transformation process we will see
an explosion in the volumes of data produced from

The digital records must be trusted; tamper proof,

the increasing use of automation, robotics, IoT, gps

reliable and conductive to deep auditing and scru-

trackers, and connected devices. Given the rapid rise

tiny by a variety of internal and external stakeholders

in data production and the profitability of the under-

across the ecosystem. Accordingly, the trust must

lying commodity, we will no doubt see an increased

also be extended to the communications between

rise in illicit activities that focus on the data itself.

actors deployed across the supply chain, the businesses processes followed, and to the automated

It will become increasingly important to ensure

devices that form an increasingly important part of

protection of the integrity of the supply chain data

the data generation process.

that we generate, transmit, monitor, store in a data

Figure 4
Ensure Trust and Integrity in Data and the Connected Devices
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It is well known that blockchain can provide an

•

immutable record of data. To be relevant to the size

actors in a supply chain (human, entity, or

of the distributed supply chains as found in the

connected device) and the stakeholders

hydrocarbon ecosystem, the technology must be

•

mature and enterprise grade. This means that it
must demonstrate the able to scale to handle real-

Trust in the state of the connected devices in the
ecosystem

autonomous IoT deployments, and be able to respond

•

Trust in the business process followed

in real-time. It must also be able to support the func-

•

Trust in the identity of the actors in the supply

tionality required of modern physical supply chains.

chain
•

For the purposes of regulation, audit and tax collection, the necessary records should be made available

Interoperability and integration with legacy
systems, processes and data storage

•

Functionality developed for supply chains such as

to external authorities on a convenient but need-to-

track and trace, event provenance, digital twins,

know basis, using a mechanism that ensures the

automated business process, and controlled

privacy of the business. To ensure trust in the records

access to the data lake

the authorities should be able to independently verify
the integrity of these records.

•

The flexibility for the system to evolve to incorporate innovation and new functionality

Therefore, a blockchain solution that can ensure trust

Hence for a Digital Transformation to take place in

and data integrity in the hydrocarbon ecosystem

the oil & gas sector, it is not a trivial matter to find a

must be able to provide

blockchain solution that can ensure trust and integ-

•

Trust in data that allows for efficient and inde-

rity in the data that is collated from the supply chain,

pendent verification

in the underlying business processes, and in the

The ability to scale in terms of the volume of data

infrastructure deployed, that can also perform at the

records and the numbers of supply chain actors,

scale required.

•

and still respond in real-time
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Convenient access for actors in the field e.g.
mobile phone applications

•

world challenges such as data collection from a large
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Secure communication for data between the

ANALYSIS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

ysis techniques combined with machine learning, the
supply chain management systems are able to make

The solution explored to date would provide the

significant advances in the realms of risk monitoring

ability to trust the physical product, and to trust the

and targeted response. The below figure illustrates

integrity of the digital records arising from within

the key areas of application for stakeholders inside

the hydrocarbon ecosystem. This allows the supply

the oil and gas ecosystem.

chain owner to track, trace and monitor the distribution of hydrocarbon products moving through the

Numerous applications are readily apparent including

system. Through an analysis of the mass balance

the areas of mechanical failure, supply disrup-

data compared to expected values, illicit activities

tion, global demand, safety systems, environmental

or infrastructure leaks may be detected and investi-

impact, and mass balance leakage in the ecosystem.

gated as they arise.

Enhancements to the management systems in these
areas will empower accountable stakeholders to

Furthermore, with a wider set of trusted data now

construct and enforce good policy, enhance stra-

able to be collated from across the whole of the

tegic business decisions, boost agility, and well as

supply chain, we can bring the latest statistical and

facilitate active response such as site visits.

advanced analysis tools to bear. Using big data anal-

EMPOWERING DECISION MAKERS THROUGH DATA ANALYTICS
Predictive &
Prescriptive
Analytics

Descriptive
Reporting
Figure 5
How accountability across Oil & Gas ecosystem
is enabled through advanced analytics
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Optimising fuel chain logistic
planning to minimize risk of
losses/fraud, and/or cost of
detecting it

Real time hydrocarbon supply chain
anomaly detection and notification to
enable immediate counter measures
(e.g., truck driver taking an unusual route)

Deep decision- and policy
development support through
smart dashboards and
advanced simulations

Monitoring hydrocarbon supply
chains in real time creating
alerts and notifications)
e.g., fuel depot levels)

Historical data

Streaming data

Enabling enhanced visibility across the supply chain

Because the solution allows for data arising from

and advanced analysis over trusted data allows for

outside the ecosystem to be verified and trusted, the

the creation of deeper and more comprehensive

data lake can be enhanced with data originating from

executive reports to stakeholders. External stake-

outside of the traditional areas. For instance satel-

holders such as auditors, regulators and tax author-

lite imagery may be verified and added to the data

ities will have access to a richer level of reporting.

lake, for later analysis in the areas of environmental

Combine this with access to the overall trust mech-

conservation, and targeted response.

anism relating to the underlying data and business processes, we enable a new level of trust and
accountability for the hydrocarbon economy.

Figure 6
How accountability across Oil & Gas ecosystem
is enabled through advanced analytics
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AN INTEGRATED
SOLUTION FOR
ENABLING TRUST
IN THE OIL & GAS
ECONOMY
_
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We have argued that transparency, trust and integ-

economy. The solution will integrate into existing

rity, and analysis and accountability are all neces-

technology without necessitating large rip and

sary for the goal of enabling trust in the hydrocarbon

replace “plumbing investments”. As an introduction

ecosystem. Such a solution would demonstrate

to the turn-key technologies the partners bring to the

a complete digital transformation of the oil & gas

solution, we reference the case study of managing

economy leading to management efficiencies,

and monitoring the mass balance through the hydro-

increased productivity, safer operations and cost

carbon ecosystem.

savings. The question that naturally follows is
whether there is technology existing today, that can

But first an introduction to the partners and their rele-

ensure these desirable properties for the oil and gas

vant areas of expertise. The three companies SICPA,

industry.

Guardtime and Arundo have partnered on a technology and business footing to provide a comprehen-

The authors of this paper would argue that the tech-

sive set of next generation solutions for hydrocarbon

nology and partners exist today to enable an inte-

supply chains; leveraging the expertise they bring

grated solution allowing this digital transformation

from their respective fields, and integrating their

to take place without; providing trust in the oil & gas

technology for deployment into this sector.

SICPA

SICPA Fuel Marking Solutions provide information
regarding the integrity of hydrocarbon products,

SICPA is a trusted security provider and adviser to

and the ability to collect vital supply chain informa-

governments, security banks, high security printers

tion during the mid and downstream transportation

and industry – providing secured identification, trace-

of hydrocarbon products. The collection of this infor-

ability and authentication solutions and services.

mation will provide vital insights into illicit activities
within the hydrocarbons supply chain. This intelli-

SICPA has a global footprint in the field of secure

gence will be of the utmost importance for reliable

traceability, relying on innovative physical and chem-

and accurate mass balance calculations.

ical solutions in order to provide the vital link between
the physical and digital supply chain integrity. SICPA

SICPA’s

has a long history of providing innovative chem-

combines advanced fuel marking technologies with

ical solutions for ensuring the security of sensitive

a sophisticated IT platform helping governments and

products such as bank notes and value documents,

OMCs (Oil Marketing Companies) to fully track, trace

excisable products and hydrocarbons. The ability to

and monitor the distribution of hydrocarbon prod-

provide these features is an essential building block

ucts and to quickly detect illicit activities through

in ensuring supply chain integrity and consequently

advanced machine learning algorithms.

the correct and reliable determination of the mass
balance of hydrocarbons.
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Integrity

Management

Solution

(IMS)

The unique features and capabilities of SICPA IMS
are:

•

Qualitative and quantitative mobile analyser: the
analyser is capable of quickly delivering precise
qualitative and quantitative results. It can be

•

Secure and non-washable markers: embedded at

fitted into a standard vehicle and on-the-spot

the molecular level, the markers are impossible

analyses can be performed directly at depots and

to remove, do not change the fuel’s characteris-

gas stations, providing field-admissible evidence

tics and are extremely stable for long periods of

without requiring further forensic analysis.

time. Resistant to light, heat and extreme conditions, they are adapted to all types of fuel without
harming the environment and affecting vehicles
performance..

SICPA PROVIDES A UNIQUE
AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTION TO
MINIMIZE THE RISK OF FUEL
INTEGRITY LOSS

Figure 7
SICPA Fuel Integrity Management System
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GUARDTIME

most industry verticals including health, financial
services, military, insurance, supply chains, energy,

Guardtime, founded in 2007, is a world’s largest block-

compliance, and government services.

chain company by revenue and customer deployments. Guardtime provides trust and integrity of data,

Guardtime’s technology stack is designed to interop-

IoT and business processes through its blockchain

erate and integrate with existing commercial systems

technology that performs in real time and at massive

to allow the solution of historically difficult problems

scale. Guardtime KSI blockchain has been in produc-

in new ways. The delivery mechanism of the solu-

tion since 2008, providing integrity to the Estonian

tion is flexible; it can be delivered with the minimal

digital government continuously since 2010. It is

disruption to existing systems and practices, or as a

designed specifically to address the requirements

stand-alone modern business platform if preferred.

of scale and performance that are necessary for the

The Guardtime Supply Chain Management (GSCM)

real-world challenges facing governments and enter-

platform was developed to leverage KSI blockchain

prises. It has been proven in production for many

for the challenges facing modern physical supply

years with deployment to governments, military and

chains.

Fortune 500 companies, with application across

Figure 8
Guardtime KSI blockchain and GSCM platform
provides Trust and Integrity in Data, IoT, Actors
and Business Processes for Supply Chains
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In relation to the usage case of the hydrocarbon

•

To function, KSI blockchain requires only a data

ecosystem, deployment of Guardtime blockchain

connection from the actor or device to the block-

technology for supply chain fulfils the desired require-

chain gateway. This means that deployment to a

ments for trust and integrity that are explored in this

large number of actors and/or an IoT network is

whitepaper. Highlights of the GSCM solution include:

straight forward and performant. Also it enables
a mobile phone used by technician on a site visit

•

KSI blockchain provides the trust mechanism

to interact with the supply chain in a trusted

that ensures the integrity of data, digital records,

manner, through a mobile application.

actors and business process throughout the

•

the blockchain; the trust mechanism operates at

data integrity may be performed independently

the level of data hashes.
Finally the blockchain technology allows for
permissioned sharing of data from a data lake

of data that has been sourced from outside of

as part of an automated business process. This

a controlled environment. This has direct appli-

means that accountability can be ensured. For

cations to the data originating from an oil & gas

instance, reports may be accessed by regu-

sensor or IoT network, gps trackers, and even to

lators, auditors and financial authorities via a

the digital state of the devices themselves.

process whereby all events are registered in

A sophisticated digital twin functionality is

the blockchain. Additionally the regulators may

supported which matches events in the real world

independently verify the integrity of the reports

with corresponding updates to the digital twin

through the blockchain trust mechanism.

immutable and trusted historical event records,
also called digital provenance

SICPA-Guardtime-Arundo/ Towards a Trusted Economy for Oil & Gas

•

The GSCM platform enables trust in the integrity

records. These use the blockchain to form links to

18

In terms of privacy, no business data is seen by

ecosystem. The verification process to verify
by third parties.
•

•

ARUNDO

analytics in remote environments e.g. Arundo Edge
is used for ingesting live edge data and pushing the

Since 2015 Arundo has provided advanced analytical

data to a central cloud.

software products that enable industrial companies
to operate complex physical systems faster, more

Arundo was born out of the oil and gas sector,

safely, and more efficiently.

deploying their first industrial grade advanced
analytics solutions to monitor critical equipment

Figure 9
Experience in advanced analytics
in Oil & Gas value chain
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Arundo provides software to enable machine learning

behavior in up- and mid-stream oil supply chain.

and advanced analytic applications for industrial

Some of the models and applications delivered can

companies. They are experts at connectivity and

be seen in below figure:

Customers

and

partners

include

hydrocarbon

to Arundo Fabric model management environment.

asset owners, operators, logistic suppliers, service

Data models (e.g., for monitoring, alerting, anomaly

providers and equipment manufacturers.

detection, predictive analytics) are trained by data
scientists (for example Arundo’s own Data Science

Arundo has the expertise to apply statistical models

team) and exposed to data to produce desired analyt-

and analysis, machine learning and targeted

ical insights and alerts. These are, in turn, exposed

response tools for application to data infrastruc-

through standard APIs to any operational environ-

tures, that can be integrated with existing systems

ment of choice, but also specifically through a suite

and developed for the oil and gas economy.

of applications for integrity management. With this,
Arundo offers a fully functional out-of-the-box solu-

Figure 10
Arundo end-to-end offering to integrity
management on mass balance
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Arundo Edge Agent software connects to any equip-

tion for integrity management, which is highly config-

ment (e.g. flow meters, trucks, fuel marking stations,

urable to specific conditions of the hydrocarbon

tank station inspection modules, etc.) or existing

ecosystem and related existing data infrastructures

data infrastructure, and streams its data securely

in questions for a particular customer.

Hence the authors of this paper conclude that a
partner group exists that can assist the industry to

THE INTEGRATED
MASS BALANCE
SOLUTION
_

Figure 11
Integrated Mass
Balance Solution
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implement an integrated digital transformation of the
oil & gas economy. This transformation will facilitate
the management, monitoring and protection of the
mass balance through the hydrocarbon ecosystem.

The integrated solution leverages the combined

TRUST AND INTEGRITY

areas of expertise provided by the partner group:

Guardtime is a global leader in providing trust and
integrity to enterprises though its mature KSI blockchain technology. The blockchain provides trust

TRANSPARENCY

in actors, digital records, business process and

SICPA are trusted suppliers of p hysical tagging prod-

connected devices. It hosts a supply chain manage-

ucts at the molecular level. SICPA has the in-house

ment (GSCM) platform developed for physical supply

fuel marking, inspection and monitoring expertise to

chains that leverages the KSI blockchain to provide

ensure trust in the physical hydrocarbon product.

functionality such as track and trace, data prove-

Trust in the physical here means trust in the volumes

nance, secure communications, and data lake access

measured (Ve, Vx) as part of the mass balance

and control. Trust in the digital here means trust in

equation.

the volume data being recorded and registered (De,
Dx) as part of the mass balance equation.

The partner group all has experience in the multiple
facets of digital transformation operations that
enable digital monitoring and transparency through
connected devices, and integration with existing
systems.
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ANALYSIS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

With these prerequisites in place, oil and gas stake-

Arundo has developed a rich set of statistical

holders will have the tools and to ensure the reconcil-

models and analysis, machine learning and targeted

iation and protection of the mass balance equation.

response tools for application to data lakes, that can

The volumes measured (Ve,Vx) would be protected by

be integrated with existing systems and developed

chemical fingerprints or in-product tracers, and the

for the oil and gas economy. They are experts at

data (De,Dx) would be authenticated and secured by

connectivity and analytics in remote environments.

blockchain. Finally, the advanced analysis performed
on the data lake would allow an optimized, informed

The solution presented will integrate into existing
systems without necessitating large rip and replace
“plumbing investments” into technology and people.

Figure 12
Integrated Mass Balance Solution
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and targeted response to any unexpected losses.

This whitepaper has considered the challenges

This goal is reachable through a process that enables:

currently facing the oil and gas economies with a

CONCLUSION
_

focus on two areas; how does the industry enable

I.

digital transformation, and how can it ensure trust in

II. digital transformation for transparency over the

the protection of mass balance? In terms of a solution for these challenges three areas of consideration were explored; namely transparency, trust and

trust in the physical asset
ecosystem

III. trust in data, connected devices and business
process through blockchain

integrity, and analysis and accountability.

IV. enhanced analysis and accountability

The authors flag that the partner group of SICPA,

This transformative process is not restricted to the oil

Guardtime and Arundo host the combination of tech-

and gas. Indeed it is readily applicable for the chal-

nology and expertise in integration and deployment,

lenges facing most modern physical supply chains.

that can ease industry practitioners through the

Furthermore, a platform can be created that retains

digital transformation process, with the ultimate goal

the flexibility to cope with future innovation, which

of achieving trust in the oil and gas economy.

will ensure trust in the oil & gas economy for the foreseeable future.
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